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Jar, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
15.5 x 16 x 16˝
MK404

Cover:
Rectangular vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
10.25 x 10 x 4.75˝
MK870
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W
hat makes an individual a mas-

ter of the ceramic medium? By 

definition a master is “an artisan 

qualified to teach apprentices.” 

In high school, Ken Matsuzaki was not only teach-

ing, but also grading his younger students’ work. 

In the forty years since, he has far surpassed the 

title of “master.” His dedication and passion for 

clay makes him a seemingly supernatural force, 

respected and revered by fellow artists, scholars, 

and collectors. He has developed an unrivaled 

union with fire, wood, earth, metal, and water, 

thus becoming one with the elements.

 His father, Shuki Matsuzaki, was a collector 

of Japanese folk art and his passion generated 

sparks of ceramic interest within his son. Shuki  

would often show his son old ceramics, along 

with wood block prints, while telling him stories 

about the work. When Matsuzaki was in junior 

high school, he and his father would venture to 

antique fairs together. Witnessing the buying 

and selling of folk art allowed for those sparks 

of interest to become a flame. High school 

art classes acted as a furnace for that flame. 

This is where Matsuzaki first experienced the 

potter’s wheel, along with gas and electric kilns. 

His natural talent became evident, and his art 

teacher encouraged further development in his 

ceramic studies. Both his teacher’s interest in his 

potential and his own growing passion created 

a fork in Matsuzaki’s path. Though he greatly 

enjoyed working in clay, his original plan was to 

study agricultural science in college. When Ken 

Matsuzaki was accepted by the School of Fine 

Art at Tamagawa University in Tokyo, the ceramic 

world dodged a crippling blow. Had his career 

focus remained in agricultural science, his pottery 

might not currently exist in museums, galleries, 

and private collections around the world. 

 During his college years, Matsuzaki made two 

important decisions: one was to earn his livelihood 

as a potter, and the second was to apprentice with 

Tatsuzo Shimaoka (1919-2007). Shimaoka was the 

second Living National Treasure of Mashiko, Japan, 

a town renowned for its pottery. Shoji Hamada 

(1894-1978), the first Living National Treasure of 

Mashiko, established the town’s reputation and 

was Tatsuzo Shimaoka’s teacher. Matsuzaki could 

not have better aligned himself to advance in 

the realm of ceramics, and his fiery passion was 

fueled. After training with Shimaoka for five years, 

Matsuzaki began to work independently. 

 His work was heavily influenced by the Mingei 

movement, which focuses on finding beauty in 

IT IS NoT WHAT IS SeeN oN THe SUrFACe THAT CoUNTS, BUT WHAT IS NoT SeeN. 

THIS rooT IS WHAT MATTerS... IN THe UNSeeN rooT, THe reAL poWer, THe reAL 

STreNgTH oF AN oBJeCT LIeS.”                                                          —Shoji Hamada
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Vase, oribe glaze 
Stoneware
10.5 x 11 x 4.75˝
MK877
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handmade utilitarian objects for daily use. This 

traditional aesthetic is significant in Japanese 

pottery, but also capable of muting originality 

for the individual artist. Matsuzaki realized this 

when a foreign art specialist commented that a 

Matsuzaki pot looked like a copy of Shimaoka’s 

work. Such a comment would certainly be difficult 

to digest, but rather than feeling discouraged 

and allowing his efforts to dwindle, Matsuzaki 

deeply and honestly considered the originality 

of his own work. The result of his contemplation 

lead to a turning point. He had to decide if he 

was committed to continuing in the traditional 

Mingei style, or willing to travel into the unknown 

in search of his own aesthetic. 

 His choice to pursue originality is evident 

in viewing this recent collection. Matsuzaki’s 

departure from the wheel in order to develop a 

personalized handbuilding method opened the 

gates to a panoply of new shapes constructed 

with clay. Moving away from familiar glazes 

allowed for new color and texture palettes to 

emerge, and exploring different firing techniques 

brought versatility to his final results. Collectively, 

these new ways of working bring an energetic, 

yet timeless quality to his work.

 Matsuzaki’s process is the root of his work. 

From beginning to end, equal measure of 

mindfulness and effort is given to each step of 

the unabating process required to produce a 

pot. Digging, transporting, pulverizing, sieving, 

drying, and wedging (kneading) of the clay 

all are necessary prior to wheel throwing and 

handbuilding. After pieces are thrown or built, 

they must be trimmed and glazed. It is common 

for works to crack or break as they become bone 

dry. Works that manage to survive the glazing 

process must still face the final gauntlet of the 

kiln. Matsuzaki works for six months to create a 

group of pots to fill his kiln, then another month is 

needed for loading, firing, unloading, and cleanup 

of both the kiln and the final pieces. During firing, 

the artist and natural forces of wood, air, and fire 

collaborate to transform the works. only those 

deemed worthy by Matsuzaki himself will move 

beyond the kiln. Works that do not meet his 

aesthetic standards are smashed and discarded 

over the shards of their predecessors. Matsuzaki’s 

discipline and respect for process is testimony to 

his true commitment as a ceramic artist.

 A rounded vase with oribe glaze (MK877) is 

an example of process and exploration at work. 

Square plate, oribe glaze
Stoneware
2 x 7.25 x 7.25˝
MK890
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Plate, oribe glaze
Stoneware
1.25 x 9.75 x 9.75˝
MK889

Plate, oribe glaze
Stoneware
1.25 x 10 x 10˝
MK888
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oribe refers to a style of pottery produced in 

Japan beginning in the late sixteenth century, 

most identifiable for its use of a glassy and fluid 

copper green glaze. When placed in the kiln, this 

piece becomes a playground for fire, glaze, and 

ash. Its faceted edges allow the glaze to behave 

like water, gently washing over a tranquil beach. 

Where the clay is elevated and comes to a thin 

edge the glaze becomes translucent, showing 

the iron speckled stoneware through the green 

hue. As the clay returns to a uniform thickness, 

the oribe also becomes thicker, darker, and lush 

like a coniferous forest. As fire and air currents 

swirl through the kiln and around the vase like 

a river, they carried with them fly ash to lightly 

dance on the surface encouraging electric blue 

waterfalls to form on the left side of the vase.

 A pair of plates (MK889 and MK890) are 

gorgeous examples of the versatility of Matsuzaki’s 

oribe glaze, coupled with the awesome potential 

of a highly successful wood firing. In general, both 

handbuilt and wheel-thrown plates are notoriously 

difficult to produce. During the making process 

they must dry slowly and evenly or they will warp 

and easily distort. When fired, they often crack, 

exploit inconsistent glaze application, and the 

wide, open forms leave the surface susceptible to 

contaminants and kiln debris. Matsuzaki’s plates 

are almost anomalies of the ceramic world. In both 

plates, the oribe glaze flows from light to deep 

green, transitioning to pools of blue that range 

in color from the night sky to Caribbean waters. 

As with many of Matsuzaki’s pots, they become 

unique, self-contained worlds when visually and 

physically held. 

 run your fingers across the smooth shino 

surface on the top of a tea bowl (tea bowl, MK891), 

then follow to where the smoothness meets 

Matsuzaki’s thick, white feldspar glaze resembling 

snowcapped hillsides. Move further along the 

piece to find small pockets of bare clay, like 

patches of desert laying bare the stoneware’s grit. 

Such results are certainly not achieved overnight—

and often not in one’s life time. Curiosity leads to 

understanding materials, , and originality is born 

of creativity. Determination allows for overcoming 

obstacles, and persistence hones skill. passion is 

the inferno that forges all these qualities into one 

and Ken Matsuzaki is passionate.

—Jay Pastorello,

January 2016

Jay pastorello is a ceramic artist and teacher at Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge. With 

more than a decade of experience, he continues to ex-

periment with innovative artistic expression in clay.  

www.jaypastorelloceramics.com.

Tea bowl, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
3.25 x 4.5 x 4.5˝
MK891
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
8.5 x 8.5 x 8.5˝
MK869
 

Mug, shino glaze
Stoneware
3.75 x 4.5 x 3.25˝
MK919 – MK922, four mugs available

Mug, oribe glaze
Stoneware
5 x 5.5 x 4.25˝
MK915 – MK918, four mugs available
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
10.5 x 13.25 x 13.25˝
MK867
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Large plate, tetsu glaze
Stoneware
5.5 x 29 x 29˝
MK736
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Cup, Mashiko brushwork
Stoneware
4.25 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK913
 

Cup, Mashiko brushwork
Stoneware
4 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK914

Incense burner, oribe glaze
Stoneware
6 x 6.25 x 6.25˝
MK885
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Cup, oribe glaze with karakusa decoration
Stoneware
3.5 x 3.25 x 3.25˝
MK909

Water container, oribe glaze
Stoneware
7.25 x 7.5 x 7.5˝
MK884 

Cup, gold shino glaze
Stoneware
3.75 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK906
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
10.5 x 10 x 10˝
MK868

Sake cup, shino glaze
Stoneware
2.75 x 2.75 x 2.75˝
MK900

Sake cup, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5˝
MK901
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Rectangular vase, oribe glaze 
Stoneware
11.5 x 6.5 x 3.25˝
MK876
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Cup, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
4.25 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK907

Cup, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
4.25 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK908 

Sake bottle, yohen goshuji soda glaze
Stoneware
4.5 x 3 x 3˝
MK894
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Rectangular vase, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
10.25 x 10.25 x 4.5˝
MK768

Cup, gold shino glaze
Stoneware
4.5 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK903

Cup, gold shino glaze
Stoneware
4.25 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK904
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
11.5 x 6.75 x 5.5˝
MK871
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Bowl, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
3.25 x 10.25 x 10.25˝
MK886

Bowl, shino glaze
Stoneware
3 x 10 x 10˝
MK887
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Rectangular vase, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
11 x 10.5 x 4.75˝
MK878
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Incense burner, oribe glaze
Stoneware
5 x 4 x 4˝
MK819

Sake bottle, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
5.25 x 3 x 3˝
MK896

Cup, Mashiko karakusa decoration
Stoneware
4 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK912

Sake bottle, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
5.5 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK895

Sake bottle, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
5.5 x 3.5 x 3.5˝
MK895
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
11 x 6.25 x 6.25˝
MK872
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Rectangular vase, oribe glaze
Stoneware
10.25 x 10 x 4.5˝
MK874

Sake cup, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5˝
MK897
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Pitcher, yohen goshuji soda glaze
Stoneware
7.25 x 6 x 4.75˝
MK883

Rectangular vase, kigushuri decoration
Stoneware
7 x 3.5 x 2.25˝
MK923

Tea bowl, oribe glaze
Stoneware
3.5 x 4.25 x 4.25˝
MK827

Tea bowl, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
3.5 x 4.5 x 4.25˝
MK734
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Rectangular vase, oribe glaze
Stoneware
10.5 x 10.5 x 4.75˝
MK879

Sake cup, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
2 x 2.75 x 2.75˝
MK902
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
6.25 x 6.25 x 6.25˝
MK880

Tea bowl, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
3.75 x 4.25 x 4.25˝
MK549

Tea bowl, yohen shino glaze
Stoneware
3.75 x 4 x 4˝
MK733
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Vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
7.25 x 4.5 x 4.5˝
MK881

Vase, oribe glaze
Stoneware
7 x 4.75 x 4.75˝
MK882

Sake cup, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
2 x 2.75 x 2.75˝
MK898
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Teapot, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
10.75 x 10.75 x 6.5˝
MK742

Sake cup, yohen soda glaze
Stoneware
1.5 x 3 x 3˝
MK899
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Square vase, yohen natural ash glaze
Stoneware
10 x 4 x 4˝
MK873 

Tea bowl, tetsu shino glaze 
Stoneware
3.5 x 4.5 x 4.5˝
MK892

Tea bowl, touhakuji glaze
Stoneware
3.25 x 4.5 x 4.5˝
MK893
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Vase, oribe glaze
Stoneware
12.25 x 8 x 4.5˝
MK875
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1950 Born in Tokyo, Japan, the third son of Shuki Matsuzaki, a 
Nihonga painter

1972 graduated from Tamagawa University, School of Fine Arts, 
as a ceramic art major

 Began a pottery apprenticeship with Tatsuzo Shimaoka in 
Mashiko, Japan

1977 Built a kiln and established a workshop in Mashiko, Japan, 
where he presently lives

1980 received the Kokugakai Arts Association Nojima Award

1982 Became an Associate Member of the Kokugakai Arts 
Association

1984 received the Associate Members’ Prize of Excellence Award 
from the Kokugakai Arts Association

1986 Became a full member of the Kokugakai Arts Association

1993 Modern Japanese Ceramics exhibition, elysium Art, New 
York, New York

1995 group exhibition, gallery Dai Ichi Arts, New York, New York

 Six Master Potters of the Modern Age exhibition, Babcock 
gallery, New York, New York

2001 Solo exhibition, rufford gallery, Nottinghamshire, england

2002 Tradition Today exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

2003 Turning Point: Oribe and the Arts of Sixteenth-Century 
Japan exhibition, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
New York

2004 Elemental Force exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

2005 Solo exhibition, ruthin Craft Center, ruthin, Wales

 International Ceramics Festival, Aberystwyth, Wales

 Solo exhibition, rufford gallery, Nottinghamshire, england

2006 Transformation and Use exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

2007 Thirty Years of a Living Tradition exhibition, goldmark 
gallery, Uppingham, rutland, england

2008 Burning Tradition exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

 Burning Tradition monograph book published, pucker Art 
publications, Boston, Massachusetts

2009 Solo exhibition, goldmark gallery, Uppingham, rutland, 
england

 Elemental: Ken Matsuzaki, potter DvD produced, A 
goldmark Film, Uppingham, rutland, england

 Solo exhibitions at department stores in Tokyo (Kyo-o), 
osaka (Hankyu), 

 Yokohama (Takashimaya), Hiroshima (Fukuya), Japan

2010 Exploring the Exquisite exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

2012 Rising from the Ashes exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

Ken  matsuzaKi
Biography

2012 Do Not Put Out the Fire of Mashiko exhibition, Aoki gallery, 
Utsunomiya City, Japan

2013 Workshop, Hui No`eau visual Art Center, Makawao, Maui, 
Hawaii

 Workshop, Donkey Mill Art Center, Holualoa, Hawaii, Hawaii

 Light the fire of Mashiko, Aoki gallery Utsunomiya City, 
Japan

 Solo exhibition, goldmark gallery, Uppingham, rutland, 
england

2014 Solo exhibition, gallery Kanoya, Mashiko, Japan

 Solo exhibition, gallery Midori, Yamani ootsuka, Japan

 Oribe Transformation exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

2015 Solo exhibition, Centro De Arte Curaumilla, Chile

 Workshops, Maui, Kauai, and Hawaii, Hawaii

 Solo exhibition, Mitsukoshi Department Store, Nihonbashi, 
Tokyo, Japan

 Voice of the Rain exhibition, goldmark gallery, Uppingham, 
rutland, england

2016 One with the Elements exhibition, pucker gallery, Boston, 
Massachusetts

exHIBITIoNS IN JApAN

Fukuya Department Store, Hiroshima

Hankyu Department Store, osaka

Keio Department Store, Tokyo

Mitsukoshi Department Store, Tokyo

Takashimaya Department Store, Yokohama

group exhibitions with Tatsuzo Shimaoka

Matsuzaki family exhibitions with father and two brothers 
(paintings, ceramics, and lacquer ware)

MUSeUM CoLLeCTIoNS

Asian Art Museum, San Francisco, California

Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, ohio

Harn Museum of Art, gainesville, Florida

Holderness School, Holderness, New Hampshire

Israel Museum, Jerusalem, Israel

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, New York

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts

peabody essex Museum, Salem, Massachusetts

philadelphia Museum of Art, philadelphia, pennsylvania

Sackler Museum of Art, Harvard University, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts

Tikotin Museum of Japanese Art, Haifa, Israel

victoria and Albert Museum, London, england

Williams College Museum of Art, Williamstown, Massachusetts
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Large plate, oribe glaze
Stoneware
6 x 27 x 27˝
MK737
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pUCKer gALLerY
240 Newbury Street, 3rd floor
Boston, MA 02116
phone: 617.267.9473
e-mail: contactus@puckergallery.com

gALLerY HoUrS:
Monday through Saturday 10:00 am to 5:30 pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

CHANge ServICe reqUeSTeD

please visit www.puckergallery.com to view current and past  
exhibition catalogues, read artist biographies, and subscribe to  
the Pot of the Week e-mail list.

We offer one free hour of validated parking at the 200 Newbury 
Street garage. The garage driving entrance is located on exeter Street 
between Newbury and Boylston Streets. The nearest MBTA stops are 
Hynes Convention Center or Copley Station on the green Line.

pucker gallery is a member of the Boston Art Dealers Association  
and the New england Appraisers Association.

Cup, gold shino glaze
Stoneware
4 x 3.25 x 3.25˝
MK905

Cup, oribe glaze with brushwork
Stoneware
3.75 x 3 x 3˝
MK910

Cup, Mashiko karakusa decoration 
Stoneware
4 x 3.25 x 3.25˝
MK911

DATeS
4 June through 17 July 2016

opeNINg reCepTIoN
4 June 2016, 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm

The public is invited to attend.
The artist will be present.

One with the elements
Ceramics by Ken matsuzaKi
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